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A B S T R ACT

Combinations of VHF forward-scatter and backscatter circuits,

one also involving the Prince Albert Radar Laboratory, were examined

in order to assess their utility in measurements of the ambipolar

diffusion coefficient by means of meteor signal decay rates. while

observations using the Prince Albert Radar were not possible, experi

mental work using the other circuit combinations indicates that the

most useful arrangement is a forward-scatter circuit used in conjunc

tion with a ID1F radar. Observations of the decay rates of forward

scattered signals indicate the presence of the same large dispersion

that has been reported for backscatter measurements. A qualitative

mechanism, based upon an irregularly ionized meteor trail, appears

adequate to account for the dispersion.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

Much useful information has been gained about the ionosphere in the

80 to 100 km. region by radio studies of the ionized trails formed in

that region by meteors. Such atmospheric parameters as scale height,

density, diffusion coefficient, and recombination coefficient have been

the subjects of various studies. As well, upper atmospheric winds have

been studied by means of the movements they produce in the pOSitions of

long-enduring meteor trails.

While a good understanding of meteoric processes has developed,

several problems remain. One of these involves the measurement of the

diffusion coefficient from the decay rate of signals reflected from

meteor trails. In this thesis, methods of measuring the diffusion coef

ficient, utilizing combinations of forward-scatter and backscatter sys

tems in order to reduce the uncertainty in the measurements, will be

evaluated.

HISTORICAL

Historical records show that meteors have been observed by the

unaided eye for many centuries. By the eighteenth century observers

realized that meteors originated from outer space, and that they were

caused by particles entering the earth's atmosphere with velocities of

many kilometers per second to appear at heights of 80 to 100 km.

The earliest radio work which can be identified as linked with

meteoric phenomena was reported by workers studying radio reflections

from the normal ionosphere. They noticed abnormal effects which indi

cated sudden increases in the ionization of the E region. During the
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Leonid meteor shower of 1932, Skellett (1935) was able to correlate

sudden increases in E region ionization with visual observations of

meteors. Mention was also made about this time by various workers of

abnormal effects whereby high-frequency radio signals were received at

great distances from the transmitting station. In 1938 Pierce suggested

that such bursts of signal could be transmitted by way of ionized meteor

trails. During the Second World War, workers investigated such forward

scattered signal bursts in more detail, and obtained correlations with

visual occurrences of meteors.

The technological development during the war of radar equipment

operating in the VHF region provided workers in the following years with

an important tool with which to study meteoric phenomena. Since that

time a great wealth of both observational and theoretical evidence has

accumulated.

2 DEFINITIONS, VISUAL BRIGHTNESS, PHYSICAL PROCESSES

A definition of terms is useful: strictly, meteor refers to the

optical phenomena, but it is often used in a more general sense to refer

to all bodies entering the earth's atmosphere from interplanetary space.

Meteoroid refers to the particle itself, while a meteorite is a meteoroid

which has sufficient size to survive the passage through the atmosphere

and strike the surface of the earth.

The visual brightness of meteors is measured on the same logarithmic

brightness scale as are the stars. The brightest star is assigned a mag

nitude of +1, while the faintest star visible to the naked eye has a

brightness of magnitude +6. Five magnitudes represent a ratio of 100:1

in luminous flux. For a very bright meteor of magnitude -5, the meteoroid
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radius is about .8 cm., while for a meteor of magnitude +10, the radius

is about .008 cm. This latter size is about the minimum detectable by

radar. The total number of particles incident upon the earth per unit

time increases with decreasing particle size. This results in a radar

meteor rate which may be orders of magnitude greater than the visual

rate. Watson (1941) has suggested the empirical relation

N ex
m

- - - - - - - - - - - (1)

where N is the total number of meteors with mass greater than m.

Opik (1958) has described the physical process of ablation of a

meteroid in the upper atmosphere. For the majority of meteoric particles,

and for all of interest in radio studies, the particle radius is much less

than the mean free path of atmospheric atoms in the appropriate height

range. Also, the particle velocity is much greater than the thermal vel

ocity of the atoms. Inelastic collisions occur between the particle and

individual atoms, with most of the resultant energy being expended in

heating the meteoric particle. As a result of the heating, individual

meteor atoms are split off. These are removed with very high velocities,

and are slowed down through collisions with atmospheric constituents.

The energy given up in the slowing down process appears as heat and as

excitation and ionization energy. A consideration of ionization poten

tials indicates that meteoric rather than atmospheric atoms contribute

the major portion of ionization. Observed recombination rates for meteoric

ionization also support this conclusion. The velocity of the meteroid,

as the meteoroid is reduced in size, remains relatively constant.

3 THEORY OF RADIO SCATTERING FROM METEOR TRAIIS

At low radio frequencies, the power reflected from a meteor trail
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may be calculated by assuming the trail to be formed instantaneously as

a line charge at time teO. Solution of the diffusion equation for dif-

fusion from an initial line source, shows that the ionization density

assumes a Gaussian distribution about the trail axis, so that

N
4 .".qDt exp l- hli� 1 - - - - - - - - - - ( 2 )

where N is electron density, q is the line charge density, D is the dif-

fusion coefficient, and r is the radial distance from the trail axis.

For line charge densities less than 1014 electrons per meter, each

electron in the trail scatters independently. Such low density trails

are termed "underdenselt• For this case, Lovell and Clegg (1948) have

shown that the signal amplitude scattered back to the vicinity of the

transmitter is given by

- - - - - - - - - (3)

where Ao is the amplitude at time t = 0, A is the amplitude at time t, D

is the diffusion coefficient, and A is the radio wavelength. Thus the

time constant

L :=

16 1f& D
- - - - - - - - -(4a)

is the time required far the amplitude to decay to 1 of its initial
e

value. It is often taken as a measure of the duration of underdense

trails. The expression for Ao will not be given here, except to note

that it is proportional to q, the line charge density. In the forward-

scatter case, where the scattered signal is received at some distance

from the transmitter, the time constant � of equation (4a) is increased

by a factor sec2$, where 2� is the angle subtended at the reflection

point by the transmitter-receiver axis (Eshleman and Manning 1954).
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Equation (4a) then becomes

i= (Iib ) •

Values of sec2� are about 10 for a transmitter-receiver path of 1000 km.,

but may be as large as 25 for very long paths. In much of the early lit-

erature, signal duration was measured as the total time a signal exceeded

a fixed level, usually the noise level of the receiver. Occasionally

durations were measured at a level which was � of the maximum amplitude.

However, it should be pointed out that durations measured in either of

these ways have no Simple theoretical background. In what follows, dura-

tion, for underdense trailS, will be taken to mean the time for the signal

amplitude to decay by a ratio of �, that is, the value of � given by

equation (4a) or (4b).

In calculating the value of Ao, the initial amplitude returned from

the trail, Lovell and Clegg (1948) have shown that Fresnel diffraction

theory applies, so that the amplitude is expressible in terms of Fresnel

integrals. Provided the trail extends a distance sufficient to include

the principal Fresnel zone about the specular reflection point, the length

of trail scattering coherently is just the half-length of the principal

Fresnel zone

- - - - - - - - - - - - - (5)

where R is the range to the specular reflection point, and A is the radio

wavelength. The subscript B refers to backscatter.

In the forward-scatter case, the Fresnel zone length is given by

- - - - - - - - - -(6)
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where Rr and � are the distances of the reflection point from the trans

mitter and the receiver, 2� is the angle subtended at the reflection

point by the transmitter-receiver axis, and � is the angle between the

trail axis and the plane of propagation (see Figure 1b). For

and Rr = RR' FB = FF for the same range R. For 0 = 0, FF = FB sec$, so

that in general, the Fresnel zone length is increased by a factor of from

one to five, for the forward-scatter case. The increased Fresnel zone

length causes an increase in the amplitude of the forward-scattered signal

over the backscattered signal.

The theory outlined thus far has assumed free penetration of the

trail by the radio wave, independent scattering by individual electrons,

an initially zero trail radius, and instantaneous formation of the trail.

When these assumptions do not hold, the theory must be modified. The

last two assumptions depend upon the radio wavelength involved. Since

the signal decay has a time constant proportional to wavelength squared,

the duration of a signal decreases as the wavelength is decreased. When

the time of formation of the principal Fresnel zone becomes comparable

to one decay time, the signal from the initially formed part of the trail

has already decayed significantly by the time the remainder of the trail

is formed. The result is a peak amplitude which is less than that pre-

dicted for an instantaneously formed trail. The time taken to form one

half the principal Fresnel zone is

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - (7)

for backscatter, where v is the meteor velocity. Equating (7) and (4a),
2

and using values v = 40 km/sec, D = 5 m /sec, R = 200 km., then the wave-

length is about 3 meters. Hence the effect becomes important above about
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100 Hc, for this case.

The effects of a finite initial trail radius have been investigated

by Hanning (1 >,58). tie has shown that an initial trail radius of 14 ionic

mean free paths is reached almost instantaneously, from which normal dif-

fusion ensues. The effect of the initial radius is to reduce the ampli-

tude of the reflected signal at very high frequencies.

when the line density of ionization exceeds about 1014 electrons/m,

the electrons do not scatter independently. The trail assumes a core

with a negative dielectric constant, and free penetration by the radio

wave is prevented. Meteor trails which behave in this way are known as

"overdensell• The approach then is to regard the reflection as taking

place from a metallic cylinder, of radius equal to the radius of zero

dielectric constant in the meteor trail. The duration of signals from

overdense trails is of interest, it is given for backscatter by (Kaiser

and Closs 1952)

(8)

where f. = lirrx 10-7 henry/meter

e = electronic charge

m = electronic mass

q electronic line density

� = radio wavelength

D diffusion coefficient

The time of maximum signal is given by

T (9 )

where f = 2.71 • T' is the time taken for the meteor trail

to lose its negative dielectric constant core. After time 1'1 t.r.e signal
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decays exponentially as from an underdense trail, however the time for

this decay is usually much less than[� and may be neFlected in calcu-

lating the signal duration. The maximum signal amplitude is proportional
J.

to q:I.

An extension to forVlard-scattering from overdense trails has been

made by Hines and Forsyth (19S7). One result of interest at the present

is that the duration �'is increased, as in the underdense case, by sec2¢:

l

Also, they show that the peak amplitude still varies as q�, as for the

backscatter case.

Forsyth (19S8) has confirmed the theory developed by Bines and Forsyth,

in the case of a detailed analysis of two forward-scattered signals from

a single meteor trail. HOHever, the approach of Hines and Forsyth has

been criticized by Manning � 19S9), on the grounds that their neglect of

the effects of electrons in the trail outside of the zero refractive index

surface introduces serious error. Manning computes ray paths for waves

refracted from meteor trails, and shows that the sec2¢ law of equation (10)

should be replaced by sec�, where m may range from 0.3 to 2, depending

upon the orientation of the trail axis. The work of McKinley and lVIcNamara

(19S6), in which they found a mean value for m of 1.1 J for an overdense

group of meteor trails, lends support to the work of Hanning.

Obviously, meteor trails exist with line densities q,...._ 1014 electrons/

meter, in which neitl1er the overdense nor the underdense theory applies.

The two models apply only to limitiTI? cases, and therefore it has been

suggested that the resulting expressions should be expected to have only a

statistical validity, describing the average behavior of large numbers of
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signals.

4 SECONDARY EFFECTS

The effect of wind shear and turbulence is important for longer dura-

tion echoes. These often exhibit fading which is caused by the formation

of more than one reflection or "glint" point, so that interference occurs

between the waves reflected from different parts of the distorted trail

(Manning 1959). Short duration echoes (from underdense trails) do not

persist long enough to suffer from such fading.

It has been assumed that the electron density in a trail is reduced

by diffusion alone, and that recombination of electrons with positive ions,

and attachment of electrons to neutral atoms, may be neglected. In the

case of recombination, the procedure is reversed; i.e., the maximum echo

durations observed have been used to set an upper limit for the recornbina-

tion coefficient. McKinley and Millman (1953) have observed echo durations

of up to 30 minutes, using 33Mc. equipment. The resultant recombination

coefficient is about four orders of magnitude smaller than that observed

in the E region. Bates (1950) explains the discrepancy on the assumption

that the E region ionization is predominantly 0 2, with a dissociative

recombination coefficient of the order of 10-8crn2/sec., while the recom-

bination coefficient operative in the meteor case is the radiative reco�

bination coefficient of ions of meteoric origin, which is much smaller.

Kaiser (1953) has made estimates of the effect of attachment upon

echo duration. The conclusion is that, for decay type echoes from under-

dense trails, the effect would be neglifible except where the reflection

point is below 90 km. and the radio wavelength involved is about 100

meters or more. The effect of attachment, where observed, would be to
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reduce the exponent of the wavelength dependence of echo duration

(equations h) to below 2. For echoes from overdense trails, as for

underdense, attachment could affect only the longest duration trails.

The only observable affect upon signals from overdense trails would be

to decrease the numbers of echoes with very long durations.

Kaiser also shows that the heating of the trail by the incoming

meteoroid is negligibly small, except perhaps for the highest line den

sity trails. He also gives experimental evidence which support this con

clusion. The effect of heating, if present, would be to modify the

electron distribution about the trail axis from its theoretical Gaussian

shape. This would introduce a phase interference effect so that the

scattered signal would not decay exponentially.

When the electric vector of the incident radio wave is normal to the

trail, resonant scattering may occur. It is most predominant in trails

in which the electron line density is 1012 electrons/me or less, the en

hancement being a factor of 2 over the amplitude Ao of equation (3) (Kaiser

and Closs 1952). The enhancement factor falls to unity for trails of line

density near 1014 electrons /m. In practical cases where resonance does

occur, the resonant phase of the scattering is terminated quickly and the

echo then decays according to equation (3).

5 ADVANTAGES OF FORWARD-SCATTER }1EASUREI£NTS

All of the work described in the literature on diffusion coefficient

measuren�nt involves the use of backscatter equipment. On the other hand,

much of the Canadian work in meteoric studies has involved the use of

forward-scatter radio systems. These have two main advantages. The first

is that it is possible to use continuous wave transmissions. This allows
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more precise control of transmitted frequencies and power, with a conse

quent increase in receiver sensitivity and precision of measurement. The

second advantage arises from the fact that forward-scattered signals per

sist for a longer time than do the corresponding back-scattered signals.

This permits more accurate measurement of the decay rate, especially of

the particularly short duration signals which arise from reflection points

above 100 km.

Unfortunately, the reflection point height is not as easily deter

mined for a forward-scatter system. As well, the factor sec2� appearing

in the expression for the forward-scatter time constant must be evaluated.

The use of a UHF radar in conjunction with a forward scatter system would

overcome these difficulties, and this will be further explored in a later

chapter.
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CHAPTER II - ANBIPOLAR DIFFUSION AND MAGNETIC FIELD EFF:2:.CTS

When an initial concentration of ionization, containing approximately

equal numbers of positive ions and negative electrons, diffuses, the more

mobile electrons tend to diffuse more rapidly than the positive heavy ions.

Any appreciable charge separation is prevented, however, by space charge

effects. The result is that the electrons and ions diffuse together, with

a diffusion rate given by the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The theory

of ambipolar diffusion as applied to meteor trails is given by Huxley (1952),

while Kaiser discusses the effect upon diffusion of an impressed magnetic

field. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient D is given by

D = "'iDe + OIeDi
O(i + ()(e

- - - - - - - - - (11)

where De and Di and �e and �i' are the diffusion coefficients and mobili-

ties of the electrons and of the positive ions. Since

()(.
+ ..2:

()(
e

- - - - - - - - - - (12)

From kinetic theory, the mobilities are related by

=
- - - - - - - - - - (13)

where A is the mean free path, m the mass, and T the temperature.

Also the ratio of the diffusion coefficients is

- - - - - - - - - -(14).

Putting (13 ) and ( 14) into (12), then

D = Di �l + � 1 or D = 2 Di - - - - - - (15)

for Te = Ti•
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The effect of the earth's magnetic field will be to reduce De in

directions perpendicular to the field. The diffusion of the much heavier

positive ions will be relatively unaffected. Thus at some height, De = Dil

that is, the diffusion coefficient for electrons in a direction perpendicu-

lar to the field will be equal to the diffusion coefficient for the positive

ions. Then at this height, D = Di' so that the ambipolar diffusion coeffi-

cient is reduced by a factor of two. The ratio of the electron diffusion

coefficients parallel and perpendicular to the field is given by

= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (16)
De 1/

where fc is the collision frequency and wh is the gyro angular frequency.

(17 )

Putting in appropriate values, it is found that fc- 3 x 105• This

collision frequency will be obtained for a neutral particle density of

2 x 1013, which corresponds to a height of about 100 km. Thus, above

about 100 km., the effect of the earth's magnetic field will be to reduce

the diffusion coefficient in directions perpendicular to the field. The

observable effect should be an increase in the durations of decay type

signals reflected from trails which are parallel to the earth's magnetic

field.

Weiss (1955) has also made an estimate of the height at which the

effect of the earth's magnetic field becomes important. He gives a height

of approximately 92 km for which the ambipolar diffusion coefficient D is

reduced by a factor of two in directions perpendicular to the field. He

further states that D could not be reduced much more than this, even at

greater heights, since it appears unlikely that the electrons would be
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able to restrain the motion of the more rapidly diffusing positive ions.

The first experimental evidence of the effect of the earth's magnetic

field upon diffusion was reported by Lovell (1947). He measured the dura-

tions of back-scattered echoes from the 1946 Orionids, Leonids, and Gemi-

nids, and the 1947 Piscids showers, as a function of azimth of the aerial

in a northerly direction. In each case he found a marked peak in the

average duration for azimuths between 00 and 200 E. The relatively simple

experiment and the rather direct interpretation of the result are interes-

ting if not somewhat surprising, however in view of the poor knowledge of

meteoric processes at that time, it seems unlikely that all other factors

controlling the echo duration were properly accounted for. Changing the

azimuth of a radar beam does not, of course, change the direction of a

meteor trail with respect to the magnetic field. It seems more likely

that the change in azimuth would have produced a change in the average

height of reflection, and hence the observed variation in echo duration.

In more recent work, Forsyth and Vogan (1956) have found differences

in the intrinsic durations of forward-scattered signals over north-south

and east-west paths in western Canada, the signals over the east-west path

having a characteristically longer duration. One possible explanation

given was that many of the meteor trails observed on the east-west path

would be nearly parallel to the earth's magnetic field, while the majority

of meteors observed on the north-south path would be inclined to the mag-

netic field direction, at angles greater than 370• However, other factors,

such as the heights of the reflection points, and the actual direction and

position of each trail in space, must be known before conclusive results

can be obtalned.

Greenhow and Neufeld (1955), Weiss (1955) *, Murray (195�, and

* Some of the numerical results of Weiss' paper are in error, as

noted by Murray.
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Greenhow and Hall (1961), have reported measurements of the variation of

diffusion coefficient with height. All have indicated a very large scat

ter in the results obtained, the extreme values of D measured for a given

height differing by as much as a factor of ten. There is some disagree

ment as to the method of analysis appropriate in view of the large spread

in experimental values. The results have been most usefully presented

graphically, showing the variation of log D with height, or vice versa,

depending upon which was selected as the independent variable.

Since from kinetic theory D varies as the square root of temperature

and inversely as pressure, it is usual to assume that D varies exponen

tially with height, the effect of the small temperature change in the

meteor region being neglected. Under this assumption D varies with a scale

height H equal to that of the atmosphere and the slope of a height-log D

graph yields a value for the atmospheric scale height H. The values of H

obtained by the different workers range from 6 to over 20, the differences

being attributable mainly to the differing treatments of the results, ra

ther than to a real difference in the observed data. Basically the varia

tions arise through differing assumptions as to the relative errors in the

values of D and h. If the errors in D are negligible it is appropriate to

average the experimental values of h for suitable intervals of log D, while

if theerrors in h are negligible it is more appropriate to average the val

ues of log D. The two approaches lead to values of H which are too low in

the former case, and too high in the latter. Greenhow and Hall have ana

lyzed their data on the assumption that errors in both quantities are sig

nificant, and this leads to an intermediate value for H of 7.8. They also

present analyses of their data for the cases of error in only one of the

two parameters; these are useful for comparison. Greenhow and Hall also
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present the results of some two station measurements, in which the h-log D

gradient was obtained from comparison of echo durations from two points

on the same meteor trail. These indicate a slightly higher value of H,

8.9 km. However, the value does support their method of analysis of the

single station h-log D measurements. From the two measurements, they

adopt a mean value for H of 8.0 km., and as they point out, this is about

20% greater than the generally accepted value of the atmospheric scale

height in the meteor region. Assuming this difference to be real, then

there is a real difference between the scale height measured over New

Mexico in summer (Rocket Panel 1952), and that measured over Jodrell Bank

in winter.

The possible sources of error in the measurements of the diffusion

coefficient may be summarized: (1) distortion of the exponential dec� by

resonance effects, (2) effects due to the finite meteor velocity, (3) the

inclusion of signals from trails with line densities near 1014 electrons/m.,

(4) effects due to distortion of the trails by upper atmospheric winds

(5) effects due to the earth's magnetic field, (6) actual variations in

atmospheric density and temperature, and (7) effects due to imperfections

in the individual meteor trail which prevent it from behaving as a true

line scatterer for the radio waves.

By careful selection of echoes, many of these sources of error r�y be

eliminated. By measuring decay times from a plot or direct recording of

the logarithm of the signal amplitude lin which case the exponential decay

appears as a straight line), greater accuracy can be achieved than in the

case of the measurement from an amplituoe-time display. Also, departures

from an exponential decay are much more easily recognized, so that unsat

isfactory echoes may be eliminaterl. I�ray has observed no reduction in
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scatter from meteor trails with the same radiant and in the same position

in the sky, so that magnetic effects are eliminated. Observations of

meteor trails in the same part of the sky, within a minute or so of each

other, likewise show no reduction in scatter, so that fluctuations in

temperature and density are not operative, unless on an almost unbeliev

ably fine scale.

Weiss and Murray both found a significant diurnal variation in the

value of D at a given height, but Murray considers this insufficient to

explain all of the scatter. Greenhow and Neufeld give a true spread of

1.5:1 in decay times of echoes at a given height, and they suggest ef

fects of resonance and of the magnetic field as possible causes. Greenhow

and Hall attribute the entire scatter to errors in measurement, however in

order to do this they have estimated errors which are considerably larger

than those suggested by the other workers. The only alternative seems to

be that there is not yet any satisfactory explanation of the scatter which

is observed in measurements of diffusion coefficient.
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CHAPTER III - GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the geometry of low and medium frequency radio reflections from

meteor trails, it is assumed that specular reflection occurs, i.e. the

angles with which the incident and reflected waves intersect the trail

axis, are equal. This is generally true for radio frequencies in the

range 3 to 100 Mc. Above this, in the UHF region, specular reflection

does not occur, but instead the echo is of the "moving head" type, in

which the echo appears to be reflected from a very short length of trail

moving with the velocity of the meteoric particle (Flood, 1957).

In the backscatter or radar case, specular reflection implies that

the radar beam must intersect the trail axis at right angles. This is

shown in Figure la, which is drawn in the plane defined by the radar beam

and the trail axis. In the forward scatter case, where the transmitter

and receiver are separated by a distance of up to 2200 km., the trail, to

produce a reflection, must be tangent to one of a family of prolate ellip

soids about the transmitter-receiver (TR) axis, the transmitter and re

ceiver being at the foci of the ellipsoid. Figure lb is a diagram of the

forward scatter case. T and R are the transmitter and receiver locations.

The co-ordinate system is so defined that the xy plane passes through T

and R, while the z axis is in the direction of the zenith over 0 the mid

point of TR. TRBA forms the plane of propagation, in which the forward

scattering angle 2� is measured. CDEF is a plane perpendicular to the

plane of propagation. The meteor trail lies in the plane CDEF, and makes

angle � with the plane of propagation TRBA. The reflection point S on the

meteor trail is at a distance h above the xy plane. Rr and � are the

respective distances of the reflection point S from the transmitter and
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the receiver.

It has been shown (Hines 1955) that the majority of echoes received

over a forward-scatter path, originate from meteor trails which have their

reflection points concentrated in two regions or "hot spot.s" on either

side of the TR axis, and rear the mid-plane bisecting the TR axis. The

occurrence of reflection points directly over the TR axis is excluded

because this would require meteors travelling in a direction tangent to

the earth's surface. For meteors travelling nearly vertically, the off-

axis distance becomes so great that the potential reflection point occurs

below the horizon.

In the course of this work, the possibility of obtaining coincident

reflections from the same meteor trail, on combinations of different radar

and forward-scatter equtpment s, was investigated. Figure 2 is a map of

Western Canada, showing the locations of the two forward scatter paths and

of the Prince Albert Radar Laboratory.

COMBINED UHF RADAR AND FORWARD-SCATTER

It was planned to use the facilities of the Prince Albert Radar Lab-

oratory to locate in space meteor trails which were simultaneously observed

over the Saskatoon-Churchill forward scatter path. The radar could observe

one of the two hot spots of the forward-scatter path, and thus record the

passage of any meteors through the region. Due to the small angular beam

the
width ofAradar (2io), only a very small region could be observed, and only

very few of the meteors detected in forward scatter would also be observed

by the radar. The area observed by the radar, at a given height, in-

creases with range, and the area is elliptical in cross-section. This

is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the dimensions of the area observed,
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as a function of great circle distance from the radar station.

The azimuth and elevation of the radar beam, the range to the target,

and the Doppler shift of the reflected signal, were available from the

radar equipment. In operation the radar antenna was pointed in a suitable

direction (azimuth and elevation) with the range and Doppler of meteors

crossing the beam being recorded. Although the radar antenna could track

such objects as satellites, it could not move rapidly enough to follow a

meteor.

Figure 5 is a plan view of the 100 km. level, over the Saskatoon

Churchill forward scatter path. On each side of this path are shown the

intersections, with the 100 km, level, of a 2�o radar beam. Figure 6 is

a projection into the vertical plane bisecting the TR axis at the axis

mid-point. The area intersected by the radar beam in the plane is shown

as the circular cross-hatched area; actually it is slightly elliptical,

but the circular approximation is adequate for illustration. The assumed

meteor trails are the limiting cases for trails both passing through the

radar beam and satisfying the requirements of the forward-scatter geometry.

Two components of the meteor velocity are measurable. The UHF radar

measures the Doppler shift and hence the component of velocity in a radial

direction from the radar station, while the time delay between the radar

and forward-scattered signals is a measure of the velocity in the plane of

Figure 6. Thus the direction in space of the meteor trail is fairly well

defined. Another parameter which is important is the value of sec2�. The

range of values for the two lirr�ting cases shown in Figure 6, at an off

axis distance of 160 km., is from 8.5 to 11.

Another case occurs, Figure 7, when the radar is situated near the

midpoint of the forward-scatter TR axis. The radar information fixes
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completely the position of the projection of the meteor trail into the mid

plane; however the angle which the trail makes with the plane of propagation

(the angle � of Figure (lb)) is not determined. This situation is capable

of measuring the height of the reflection point of the forward-scattered

signal from the radar information alone; however it does not completely

specify the direction of the trail.

It would still be possible to measure the height of the reflection

point of the forward-scattered signal in Figure 6, if the amplitude of the

forward-scattered signal were compared after reception over antennas with

differing lobe patterns. This is similar to the backscatter technique used

by the Jodrell Bank group (Greenhow 1954). Greater accuracy of measure

ment in the forward-scatter case would be possible however, because the

restricted range of elevation angles from which the signal could be re

ceived, would permit narrower antenna lobes than those of the Jodrell Bank

height finding equipment, without introducing ambiguities.

The situation in which a UHF radar located near one end of a forward

scatter path is used to locate meteor trails which also provide forward

scattered signals, thus appears to be potentially useful in studying the

upper atmosphere through meteors as probes. In particular, it would be

useful in studying the effects of the earth I s magnetic field upon diffu

sion, since it provides a reasonable estimate of the angle between the

trail and the magnetic field. The inability to measure the absolute di

rection of meteor trails in space has been a major difficulty in the past.

A UHF radar near the forward-scatter path mid-point is less useful, since

some auxiliary method would be necessary to measure another component of

the meteor velocity. Perhaps a better arrangement would be to use a VHF

�40 Mc) radar near the mid-point, with two spaced receivers to measure
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the component of meteor velocity in the TR axis direction.

2 COINCIDENT REFLECTIONS OVER YWO FORWARD-SCATTER PATHS

Fi�e 2 shows the geographic location of the Churchill-Saskatoon and

Ft. Smith-Saskatoon forward scatter paths. Obviously, the possibility

exists that a meteor trail, suitably oriented in the region between the

two paths, could reflect forward-scattered signals from both transmitters

simultaneously, to Saskatoon. The region to the south of Saskatoon is

also a possible one for the location of a meteor trail which would provide

such coincident signals. However, each transmitting antenna lobe maximum

was such that it intersected the 100 km. level near the mid-point of its

respective TR path, so that the transmitted power in the meteor height

region to the south of Saskatoon was negligibly small. For this reason it

seems very unlikely that any substantial signals would be received from

meteors in this region.

The direction in space, of a meteor trail located at a height of 100

km., over the line bisecting the two TR paths, was calculated as a function

of the distance from the receiver location at Saskatoon. A right-handed

co-ordinate system, Figure 8,was employed such that the xy plane passed

through the three points Saskatoon, Churchill and Ft. Smith, with the y

axis along the Saskatoon-Ft. Smith line, and Saskatoon the origin. The z

axis then had the direction of the zenith over the point which is the cen

troid of the triangle ABC. On a scale drawing, Figure 9, contours of the

distance between the plane passing through the two TR axes, and the surface

of the earth, were plotted. From this, the distance z of a meteor trail

reflection point at a constant height of 100 km. above the earth's surface,

was obtained as a function of position along the bisector of the two TR
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axes. Thus the three co-ordinates of the reflection point, in the co-

ordinate system already defined, were obtained. The condition for re-

flection is tl�t the meteor trail must be tangent to a prolate ellipsoid

which has the transmitter and receiver as foci. Then for a reflection

over both forward scatter paths, the trail must be tangent to two ellip-

soids, one about each TR axis, such that the�lipsoids intersect at the

given reflection point. The tangent to the line of intersection is the

direction of the meteor trail.

A definition of a conic is: the locus of a point which moves in a

plane, so that the ratio of its distance from a given point and a given

fixed line is a constant e, the eccentricity. For an ellipse e < 1 •

Then
J) + y2
p + y

e

o 'f

or (18) ,

where p is the distance of the fixed line from the origin O.

In three dimensions, where Oy is an axis of symmetry, x2 is replaced

by x2 + z2, so that the equation of an ellipsoid is

------(19)

Equation (19)
2 (21 y - 8,) +

may be put in the form

x2+z2 _ e2p;r-:-8'
-

(l-e )2
- - - - - - - - - -(20)
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m,
222

and .

e_-p- = a

�,-:ez)2
(21 )

2m is the distance between the foci of the ellipsoid, while a is the

semi-major axis. There are two independent constants of the ellipse to be

evaluated. Since the distance 2m is known, it is desirable to substitute

m into equation (20), eliminating p. Substituting e2p = m (1_e2) and

e2p2 = � (1_e2)2 from (21), into equation (19), then
e

e4 (2ym _ y2 _ m2) + e2 (x2 + y2 + z2_ 2ym + 2m2) _

Solving the quadratic in e2

2
m = o - - -(22)

- - - - - - (23a)

Thus, given (x,y,z), the co-ordinates of a point on the ellipsoid,

and the distance 2m between the foci, the constants of the ellipsoid are

determined.

In order to determine the constants of the ellipsoid about AC, it

was necessary to transform the co-ordinates of the (xyz) system into a

new system (x'ylz') such that the y' axis fell along AC. This was ac-

complished by a rotation about the z axis, so that

x
' = X cosr'} - y sin Y)

s' = y cos n + x sin"]

Zl = Z (24 )

where vt is the angle of rotation. For the simple case where x and y

fall along the bisector of the y and y' axes,

x' = -x

y' y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (25)

Z I = Z

The distance 2m2 between the foci being a known constant, the
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eccentricity e2 was then determined from an equation like (23a), but

written for the co-ordinate system x'y'z', i.e.,

e2= _(x,2+y,2+z,2+2m�?:{(x,2+y,2+z,2+2m�)2+4m�(2Y'm2._y,2_m�)l2· (23b)2 2(2y,�_y,2_�)

The subscript 2 refers to the ellipsoid about AC.
I

If f = f (x,y�z) is the equation of a surface, then the normal to the

surface is given by

f
.uf ."i>f kofV =]. iX + J

�y
+

11 Z
- - - - - - - - - - - - (26)

where i,j,k are unit vectors in the directions x,Y,z.

Using the subscript 1 to refer to the ellipsoid about AB, and the sub

script 2 to refer to the ellipsoid about AC, then from equation (19),

V f 1
= i 2x + j t 2y (l-ey) - 2e�pl\ + k 2z - - - - - - - - (27)

or, eliminating p,

�Vfl = i x + j (y-m)(l-e�) + kz - - - - - - - - - - - (28)

The equation of the ellipsoid about AC, in x',Y',z' co-ordinates, is

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
f2 = x' + Zl + yl (1-e2) - 2e2 P2Y' - e2P2

= 0 - - - (2�)

Transforming to x y z co-ordinates by equations (24), and forming Vf2'
�n

2·�Vf2 = itx(1-e�sin21) - ye� sin '1. cos, - �(1-e2) sin'1f
r 2 2 2 2 2+jtY (1-e2cos 1) - xe2 sin1 cOS1 - �(1-e2) cos 1 J

+kz - - - - - -(30)

Finally, the direction of the meteor trail is given by the cross

product

ai + bj + ck - - - - - - - - - - - - (31)
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where a,b,c are the direction numbers of the trail axis. The angle

which the trail makes with the zenith over the centroD of the triangle

ABC, is given by

cos 1..
c

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - (32)

Figure 10 shows the results of this calculation. Figure lOa shows the

zenith angle -x. as a function of the distance from Saskatoon along the bi-

sector of the two TR paths. Figure lOb is a plot of the locus of the direc-

tion nunbers a and b. This latter figure merely confirms that the direction

of the meteor trail, in the horizontal plane, is approximately along the

direction of the bisector of the two paths.

From an inspection of Figures 9 and lOa, it seems likely that meteors

with radiants about 600 from the zenith, in a southerly direction, would

potentially be capable of producing simultaneous forward-scattered signals

over the two paths. It would therefore seem profitable to record meteor

showers which have declinations near - 100• Suitable showers are listed

in Table 1.

3 COINCIDENT REFLECTIONS OVER ONE FORWARD-SCATTER PATH AND A VHF BACK
SCATTER SYSTEM

In early 1961 a 42 Mc. continuous wave backscatter system was set up

to study reflections from radio aurora. This consisted of a 50 watt trans-

mitter, located at Prince Albert, transmitting from a five element Yagi

antenna towards magnetic north, together with a receiver, located at

Saskatoon, which was similar to the receivers used for the forward scatter

circuits. The receiving antenna was also a five element Yagi, beamed to-

wards magnetic north.

Since the region of sensitivity for this system was to the northwest
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TABLE I - METEOR SHOWERS WITH DECLINATIONS NEAR - 100

Date of
Shower JVJ.aXi.mum Limits Declination

'1 Aquarids May 4 JvIay 2-6 0°

Southern b Aquarids July 30 July 21-August 15 _17°

Northern b Aquarids July 14-August 19 _ 5°

Southern t Aquarids July 16-August 25 _140

Northern I. Aquarids July 16-August 25 _ 5°

ot. Capricornids August 1 July 17-August 21 _10°

-a
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of the midpoint of the Saskatoon-Churchill forward scatter path, it was

decided to investigate the possibilities of utilizing the geometry of

these two systems in order to obtain coincident reflections from meteor

trails.

The condition of specular reflection in the backscatter or radar

case implies that for reflection the meteor trail axis must be tangent to

one of a family of spheres about the radar station as a centre. Here the

transmitter and receiver were actually separated about 130 km., however

the situation will be treated as though the transmitter and receiver were

located together at the midpoint of the two locations.

Since the geometry of forward-scatter and back-scatter in coincidence

is not unique but has several degrees of freedom, it was desirable to look

for shower meteors with well defined radiants. In what follows, therefore,

the radiant is assumed to be known.

The geometry for the backscatter case may be represented on a celes

tial sphere, as in Figure 11. Angles are measured as lengths of arc, e.g.

angle � is measured by the arc w�. Oz is the direction of the zenith over

the radar station. P is the north pole, and OS points toward the south.

C is the position of a meteor radiant, which moves about P with constant

arc length PC. OC is contained in a plane through GDC�, so that FO, a

line perpendicular to GDCE, is the direction of a radar which obtains an

echo from the meteor trail with radiant position C. The angle WS is the

azimuth angle, of the radar. The relation between the elevation angle WF,

the angle DZC, and the zenith distance of the radiant, CZ, is simply

cos DZC = tan WF cot cz - - (33)

Since meteor trails occur in a narrow height region around 100 km.,

the elevation angle 'dF fixes the approximate range from which echoes will
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be obtained, or vice versa. The angle DZC is related to the radar bearing,

WS. Thus the radar bearing can be plotted for suitable ranges, as a func

tion of time, for a given meteor radiant. Such a diagram is shown in Figure

12, for the � Taurids shower of June 30 (right ascension 860, declination

+190). This diagram is a plan view of the Saskatoon-Churchill forward scat

ter path, together with a hypothetical radar at the mid-point of the Saska

toon-Prince Albert line. Constant ranges of 400, 500, and 600 km. are

plotted about this mid-point. Upon the range contours are plotted other

contours which give, as a function of time, the azimuth and range of possible

meteor reflection points. The solid contours are for a height of 100 km.,

while the dotted ones are for 80 km. Also shown, plotted along the bisector

of the forward scatter axis, are the locations along this axis, at the 90

km. level, of the reflection points for forward-scattered signals from �

Taurid meteors. It may be seen that this is a more slowly varying function

of time than the positions of reflection points in backscatter. There is,

however, a short tim� about fifteen minutes, when reflections over both

circuits must take place in the same region, so that coincidences would be

possible.
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CHAPTER IV - OBSERVATIONS OF SIGNAL COINCIDENC1S

1 FORwARD-SCATTER COINCID�NC�

As suggested by the analysis of Section 2 of Chapter III, recordings

were made at Saskatoon of the forward-scattered meteor signals from both

Ft. Smith and Churchill, during the occasions when the radiants of the

showers listed in Table I were in favorable positions.

The equipment used to make these recordings is fully described in

Appendix A, but a brief description will be given here. The outputs of

the two radio receivers were fed to a magnetic tape delay system, so that

all received signals were temporarily stored on magnetic tape. Each time

the signal amplitude from one of the receivers exceeded a preset level, a

chart recorder was automatically turned on to record the signal as it was

played back from the output of the tape delay system. 'I'he modulation and

demodulation eqUipment associated with the tape recorder were built by the

author as an undergraduate thesis project, however, since some modifica

tions have been made, complete circuit diagrams are included in the appen

dix. The other major piece of equipment built for this work was the

Sanborn Controller, Figure 12 of Appendix A.

Recordings were made for about two hours on May 6, and for approxi

mately six hour periods on fourteen different days between July 18 and

August 4, when the radiants of the showers listed in Table I were known

to be in favorable positions for coincidences over the two circuits.

while there were a few coinCidences, the coincidence rate was so low that

there was a statistical possibility that for most of the coinCidences,

the two signals did not arise from the same meteor trail. This was em

phasized by the fact that there were several signals from the two paths
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which occurred one to two seconds apart in time. Considering probable

meteor velocities and the finite length of a trail, this time interval

appears too great for the two signals to have originated from separate

parts of the same meteor trail. Another difficulty was that, of the

signal pairs recorded, often only one exhibited an exponential decay.

The analysis of one of the best signal pairs recorded will be

given here, in order to illustrate the type of information which can be

gained from such work. Figure 1.3 shows a signal pair which was recorded

at 0508 MST on August 2, 1961. The vertical arrows represent a signal

range of 10 db. A straight line representing the mean slope of the decay

has been drawn for each signal. There is some uncertainty in the case of

Ft. Smith signal, due to the fluctuations in the decay.

Designating the Churchill signal by the subscript 1, and the Ft.

Smith signal by 2, then the measured decay times are

'1'; = 0.089 sec.

'1"
..
= 0.24 sec. - - - - - - - - - - - (34)

Assuming the values of sec2� to be approximately equal for both,

then

= 2.7 (35)

Using a scale height of 7.8 km. (Greenhow and Hall 1�61), this ratio

corresponds to a height difference of 3.4 km, The time delay between the

start of the two signals is 0.18 sec. Hence the vertical component of

velocity is 19 km/sec.

The measured decay times, through their relation to the diffusion

coefficient, provide an estimate of thE reflection point height. Using
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a value for sec2� of 5.5, then

- (36)

This corresponds to a height of 97 km. (Greenhow and Hall 1961). Hence

the first reflection point is at a height of about 100 km., while the

second is 3.4 km. lower. The value chosen for sec2� will be justified

later.

The velocity of a meteor has been given in terms of the height of

maximum ionization by Kaiser (1953). Since signal 2 has the larger peak

power, it may be assumed that the peak ionization density occurred near

the reflection point for this signal. Kaiser gives a particle velocity

of 47 km./sec. for a height of maximum ionization of 97 km. Since the

peak received amplitude is proportional to the line density q, the ratio

of the peak powers is a measure of the ratio of the line densities at the

two points. The ratio of the peak amplitudes for the signal pair of

Figure 13 is 2.5, therefore

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(37)

This value is approximate only, because the geometrical factors which

enter into the expression for the peak received amplitude have been as-

sumed to be equal. This assumption is reasonable since the two paths are

approximately equal in length (14% difference), and it has already been

assumed that the reflection points occurred near the bisector of the two

paths, so that the geometrical factors would be similar for each. It is

probably impractical to attempt the numerical solution of the expression

for the peak received amplitude, since many of the factors in it are not

known accurately; for example, the antennae gains in the direction to the

reflection point.
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Despite the uncertainty in the expression (37), it is worthwhile to

compare this result with that of Greenhow and Neufeld (1957). They have

measured the mean variation of electron line density along a group of

underdense meteor trails. They found the mean ionization curve to rise

to maximum more rapidly than had been predicted by theory. The relation

(37) states that there was an increase of 2.5 in electron line density

in a height of 3.4 km. This rapid increase appears to be in agreement

with the experimental work of Greenhow and Neufeld.

From the velocity and the vertical component of velocity which have

been deduced, the zenith angle of the meteor radiant is

- - - (38)

Referring to Figure 10, this corresponds to a reflection-point dis

tance from Saskatoon of 330 km. Since this now fixes the position of the

reflection point in space, reference to Figure 21 shows that sec2$ = 5.5,

the value which was used earlier. The value of sec2� is relatively slowly

varying with distance from Saskatoon near this point, so the value can be

used with some confidence.

Since the direction in space of the meteor trail has been fixed, the

angle between the meteor trail and the apex of the earth's way may be cal

culated. Assuming the meteoric velocity to be the paraboLi,c limit, then

the velocity with respect to the earth is 69 km./second. A lower limit may

be calculated by assumingthe meteor to be in a circular orbit about the sun;

then the velocity with respect to the earth would be 57 km./second. Thus,

a meteoric particle with the radiant position deduced would have a velocity

with respect to the earth of nearly 69 km./second, with a lower limit of

57 km/second.

The foregoing analysis of a pair of coincident fOi�ard-scattered signals
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has led to a meteor velocity which is too low to be acceptable. The

velocity of meteoric particles entering the earth's atmosphere depends

principally upon the angle with which the meteor orbit intersects the

direction of the apex of the earth's way. Since velocities derived in

this way are based upon the well accepted laws of planetary motion, they

need not be questioned. The aiscrepancy may lie in tne deduced height

separation of the two reflection points, and perhaps the actual height

of the reflection points. The measurements do not really contain enough

information that checks through the internal consistency of the derived

information are possible. Also, only one isolated signal pair has been

investigated, while statistical procedures are often necessary when deal

ing with meteoric phenomena. This has been especially true of measure

ments relating height and the diffusion coefficient. It seems quite

reasonable, therefore, that information for a single meteor trail, de

rived from such measurements, might be considerably in error.

While it has been found possible to obtain coincident signals from

a single meteor trail, over two different forward-scatter paths, the pos

sibilities of utilizing such measurements appear limited. This is especi

ally true where a statistical approach is necessary, as is the case in

many meteor measurements. The extremely low coincidence rate would imme

diately preclude any measurements involving a diurnal variation, for

instance.

2 FOR�'JARD-SCATTt:R-BACKSCATT.t!;R COINCIDENCES

A limited observational program was carried out utilizing the geometry

outlined in Section 3 of Chapter III. Observations were n�de as shown in

Table II.
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TABU; II - }lETEOR SHOW.t.RS OBSERVlill WITH FOffi'iARD-SCATTlili-BACKSCATTER
GEOMETRY

Shower

Daytime
Arietids

Perseids

Taurids

Date of
M..aximum

Limits Radiant
R.A. Dec.

June 8 Nay 29-
June 18

June 9 June 1-
June 16

June 30 June 24-
July 6

44 +23 (
+23 )62

86 +19

Days
Observed

4

j
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During these observations, no signals were received which were

believed to be genuine coincidences. However, the probability of ob

serving such a coincidence for a shower meteor is small, since the poten

tial reflection points occur in the same region of space for only about

fifteen minutes (see Figure 12). It therefore seems unlikely that more

extensive observations of this nature would produce a coincidence rate

sufficient to allow significant measurements to be made.
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CHAPT� V - THE PSRSEIDS

Records of the forward-scattered meteor signals from both Ft. Smith

and Churchill were made at Saskatoon on August 10, 1961 from 1248 to 1437

MST, and continuously from 0802 August 11 to 1804 HST August 12. It is

well known that the Perseids meteor shower is active on these dates. Al

though the radiant of the shower was not favorable to coincident signals

over the two forward-scatter paths, it was hoped that the enhanced signal

rate due to the shower would be sufficient to allow useful information to

be extracted. In particular, the angles with which the trails intersect

the magnetic field direction, on the Ft. Smith path, are considerably dif

ferent for trails occurring before and after upper transit (about 0600

MST). This should have an effect upon the diffusion coefficients measured

before and after upper transit.

The Perseids meteor shower is one of the most consistent and best

documented showers. The velocity with which Perseid meteors enter the

earth's atmosphere has been measured to be 60.3 km./second. For this velo

city, �aiser (1953) gives a height of maximum ionization of the trail, of

102 km. Then, assuming all of this ionization to be distributed within

one scale height of the maximum (Greenhow and Neufeld 1957), the height of

all reflection points must lie within a height region of about two scale

heights. The average height of reflection will be the same as the maximum

height of ionization, or perhaps 2.5 km. less (Rao and Armstrong 1958).

Due to the higher than average height of trail formation, signals from Per

seid meteor trails may be expected to have shorter durations than those

from meteors of the sporadic background.

Since the number of signals received over the Ft. Smith path considerably
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exceeded those over the Churchill path, the Ft. Smith data has been ana

lyzed in some detail. From several hundred recognizable meteor signals,

156 were selected which exhibited exponential decays, and which were felt

to be free from effects due to resonance, the finite meteor velocity, or

distortion of the originally straight trail. A few short-duration trails

were included which appeared to be slightly overdense, however, these all

exhibited exponential decays over at least two amplitude decay times, and

their inclusion should not adversely affect the analysis. Figure 14 shows

a few examples of the recorded signals.

The individual points of Figure 15 are the common logarithms of the

durations of the 156 signals which were selected. It is immediately ob

vious that there is a considerable scatter in these durations, and that a

statistical approach is required. However, from several lines of evidence

it may be shown that many of the signals measured were indeed those from

Perseid meteor trails. Figure 16 is a plot on a probability graph of the

cumulative or ogive distribution of the logarithm of the durations observed,

the straight line representing a Gaussian distribution with a mean of -0.86

and a standard deviation of 0.32. It may be seen that the distribution is

fairly well represented by a Gaussian function; however the departures from

this distribution near Log� = -1.1 are significant.

The results obtained during the Perseids may be compared with a group

of meteor signals which were similarly recorded, in the period 2200 MST

August 1 to 0600 MST August 2, 1961. Several weak showers were known to be

active at this time, however their radiants all lie near _100 in declina

tion, and their rates over these forward-scatter paths may be expected to

be low. A total of 66 signals were selected from this group. Figure 17
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is a plot on a probability graph of these durations; this may be compared

with the plot of Figure 18 which shows the distribution of those signals

recorded during the same time of day on August 11 and 12, a total of 55.

bvidently the distributions obtained during the perseid shower is markedly

non-Gaussian in the region Log,= -1.1. This is further illustrated in

Figure 19, where the frequency of occurrence of different duration groups

is compared by means of a histogram for both groups of signalS. Both have

a peak near Log L = -0.8, however the perseid group has a second maximum

near Log� = -1.1. This second maximum may be attributed to the presence

of short-duration signals from Perseid meteors.

A second measure of shower activity is the meteor rate, i.e. the

number of meteors observed per unit time. The observability theory of

Hines (1955) has been applied to the Perseid shower for the Ft. Smith -

Saskatoon path. The result is shown in Figure 20, where it is compared

with the observed meteor rate for a twenty-four hour period of the Perseid

shower. The periods of peak activity agree quite well, however it must be

concluded that there was a very strong background of sporadic meteor acti

vity as well. It should be noted that the observed rate took into account

only those meteor signals which had been previously selected as exhibiting

exponential decays. The proportion of those selected varies with condi

tions; in particular a background of auroral enhancement tends to contami

nate many otherwise good signals. An examination of a concurrent record,

made with a chart speed of three inches per hour, showed that the auroral

background, while present throughout much of this time, did not dominate

the record at any time, and therefore, the observed meteor rate is be

lieved to be valid throughout the period of observation.

Further evidence that many of the shorter-duration signals observed
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were from Perseid meteors may be cited. From an inspection of Figures

15 and 20 it may be seen that most of the short signals occUlTed at times

when the observability of the shower was high, thus indicating that most

of these signals actually were from perseid meteors.

Although the presence of the Perseid shower is clearly shown in the

observations, the problem remains of obtaining any useful information

from the observations.

Since for shower meteors the average height of ionization, and hence

the average height of reflection, is independent of time, the sec2¢ varia

tion in the expression for the forward-scattered signal duration should

become significant. The solid curve of Figure 15 shows the expected vari

ation of LogLdue to the sec2� term. It was calculated assuming the re

flection point to be in the mid-plane bisecting the TR axis, although the

sec2¢ variation parallel to the TR axis is small lsee Figure 21), so that

the conclusions are valid for all meteors near the mid-plane, in the region

of greatest sensitivity. The expected sec2¢ variation may be compared with

the broken curve drawn through the points which are the averages over two

hour periods of the individual values of Logr. �vidently, the data is so

contaminated with sporadic meteor activity that the regular variation sought,

has been completely masked. The average Log duration does become smaller

between 1800 and 0100, and this might be explained in that during this time

the observability of the perseid shower was high and therefore a larger per

centage of the shorter-duration perseids have been observed. Thus the mean

Log Y is shorter than near 1500 and 0600, when only sporadic meteors were

observed. However the average Log L between 1800 and 0100 is smaller than

that which would be expected for a reflection point height of 102 km. If

the sec2¢ law is assumed to hold, then the only other alternative is that
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the diffusion coefficient was that appropriate to a somewhat greater

height than 102 km.

The effect of the earth's magnetic field, if present, would be to

increase the durations of signals before upper transit, when the trails

were nearly parallel to the magnetic field. weiss (1955) has concluded

that the probable maximum effect would be an increase in the duration by

a factor of two. Since no such trend is discernible in Figure 15, it

must be concluded that the hoped-for effect due to the magnetic field, if

it occurs, has been completely masked by the scatter of the results.
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CHAPTDR VI - THRS.t'., lR.bQlJL1�CY HSASUREl'-lENfS

The extreme scatter found in the measurements of meteor signal

durations, outlined in the previous two chapters, as well as the scatter

found by other workers, seems to suggest that some unknown factor has

been operative in all of these measurements. Tne theoretical relation

ship between the measured signal duration and the diffusion coefficient

D is given by equations (4). There have been no conclusive measurements

in the literature verifying the validity of the wavelength squared depen

dence of this relation, except to note that the general trend is correct

for measurements on different frequencies. In view of this uncertainty,

and of the persistent scatter in the present measurements, Forsyth (un

published), has recently examined some three frequency forward-scatter

records for the wavelength dependence of the durations. These records

were obtained in 1955 for another purpose.

The results verify the statistical validity of equations \4), how

ever there is still considerable scatter in the individual points. Since

the scatter persists even for such three frequency measurements which

pertain to the same meteor trail, it seems worthwhile to outline the work

in some detail.

The three transmitters were located at Greenwood, Nova Scotia, and

the receivers at ottawa. The recordin?s were made on a moving chart re

corder with a speed of ten millimeters per second, with a lOfaritlllric

amplitude response. From several hundred meteor signals, thirty were

selected which appeared to be free from many of the defects listed in

Chapter II. As well, the effect of the magnetic field is eliminated as

a source of error because only measurements n�de on the same trail are
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compared. For each signal the time for the amplitude to decay to � of
e

its initial value was determined as an average over the total usable

amplitude of the signal. These times expressed in hundredths of a second

were designated respectively as T9 for a frequency of 32.22 Nc., T8 for

39.22 Mc. and T6 for 49.98 Mc. (,The subscripts refer to the wavelengths).

In order to remove the theoretical frequency dependence the decay times
1-

were each multiplied by a factor 16fT'/�z. where A is the appropriate wave-

length. These reduced decay times were indicated by primes thus: T;, Te
T6. The logarithm of each of the three possible ratios of the reduced

decay times for each signal is shown in Figure 22 plotted against the

logarithm of T9• From Figure 22 there seems to be no clear trend of the

ratio with signal duration. This is in apparent disagreement with the

results obtained by Forsyth and Vogan (1956) J and by McKinley (195j), how-

ever in both of these earlier investigations, signal durations rather than

decay rates were measured. As well, the signals were selected by means of

much less stringent criteria.

In Figure 22 there is still a very substantial scatter in the ratios

of the decay rates for each meteor. Clearly, this scatter can not be due

to variations in atmospheric temperature and density. On the other hand,

these measurements would seem to confirm the statistical validity of the

theoretical frequency dependence. The mean value of the logarithm of each

of the three possible ratios is listed in Table III together with its

R.M.S. deviation. From Table III it seems that each group of thirty ratios

is representative of a common parent group. Under these circumstances it

is reasonable to combine the 90 measurements in order to see if they con-

form to the normal or gaussian distribution about the mean. This is done

in Figure 23 where the cumulative (,or ogive) distribution is plotted on a

probability graph. The straight line represents a gaussian distribution
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having a mean value of -0.005 and an r.m.s. deviation of 0.10. Evidently

the observations are well represented by such a distribution. It is worth

noting that this R.B.S. deviation corresponds to a numerical value of the

ratio of about 1.3 which is the magnitude of the estimated error for the

back-scatter measurements made by Greenhow and Hall. Since the present

measurements could not be affected by the other suggested sources of error,

it seems likely that the observed scatter in decay rates is in fact due

to imperfections in the meteor trails which prevent them from behaving as

simple line scatterers.

!.

�.
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TABLE III - SUMMARY OF THE THREE FREQUENCY HSASURENENTS

Mean R.M.S. Deviation

log T 'IT' -0.009 0.09559 8

log T8 '/T6' +0.005 0.0964

log T 'IT' -0.004 0.11549 6
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CHAPTili VII - THL EF'.t<'.c.CT OF TRAIL NON-UNIFORl'JITilS

ON SIGNAL DECAY RATES

The dispersion found by various workers in measurements relating

diffusion coefficient to height (Greenhow and Neufeld 1955, }rurray 1�59,

Greenhow and Hall 1961), as well as the dispersion found in the measure-

ments of Chapters V and VI, suggest strongly that the majority of meteor

trails do not behave assimple line scatterers. A part of the difficulty

may lie in the simplifying assumptions of the theory. In particular, in

calculating the power reflected from a meteor trail, the trail is ideal-

ized as being uniform in line density, and infinite in extent. It is

also implied that the trail diffuses uniformly over its length with a

constant diffusion coefficient D. Since the reflected power is expres-

sible in terms of Fresnel integrals, it is then assumed that the only

important part of the trail, in calculating reflected power, is the prin-

cipal Fresnel zone, centred about the specular reflection point. At VHF,

the radius of the principal Fresnel zone is of the order of one or two

kilometers, so that a� measurements made must be appropriate to this

narrow height range. With this simplified picture, the height uncertainty

should at most be � km., provided the height finding apparatus is suf-

ficiently accurate. In fact, experimental results indicate a much greater

height error than this; Greenhow and Hall (1961) estimate their height
+

error to be - 4 km.

It is known that most trails have a vertical extent of about two

scale heights, and that the ionization line density increases to a maxi-

mum and then decreases again to zero in this length (Greenhow and Neufeld

1957). Since the radio echo amplitude Ao is proportional to the line
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signals. Since the important parameters, such as line density and the

diffusion coefficient, vary with height rather than with distance along

the trail, it is convenient to deal with the projection of the meteor

trail into a vertical plane. For the case of forward-scatter, where the

meteor trail is in the mid-plane bisecting the TR axis, the Fresnel zone

length is given by the same expression as for backscatter, where the

range R becomes the range from the transmitter (or receiver) to the me-

teor trail. For other orientations, the Fresnel zone length projected

into the mid-plane remains the same, to a first approximation. In what

follows, the vertical extent of a meteor trail is taken as its length.

This is a convenience; the extension to other orientations may be made

by projecting from the vertical plane to any given trail position.

A segmented trail may be considered an extreme case of irregular

ionization. It is conceivable that such a trail with a regular varia-

tion in line density might be produced by a rotating particle. The re-

fleeted amplitude was calculated for a trail two scale heights in length,

which was broken up into ten separated segments of uniform ionization,

as in Figure 24.

From equation lJ)

A:A"exp 1- - - - - - - - - - (3).

Since D varies exponentially with height,

D � Do exp \ h�ho 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - U9 )

where H is the scale height. If Ah is the amplitude reflected from a

small segment of the trail at height h , then

Ai, (h , t ) � Ah exp \ - �, exp h�ho I - - - - - - - (40)
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where (h 1 ),

and Ah is the initial

16 \TiDo
amplitude reflected by the segment, given by the

ordinary Fresnel theory. The amplitude from all of the segments of the

trail is the sum of the Ah,
AI �t) = � AI (h,t)

h
h

- -(h2)

L6 is the time constant of decay for the trail at one end. The decay

constant at the specular reflection point is

"I. =
"(�

I

o e
- - - - - - - - �h3)

The reflected amplitude Ah of �O)for each segment was determined

from tabulated values of the Fresnel integrals, the Ah's were then

multiplied by the appropriate value of the exponential, for a series of

suitable times. From these component Ah lh,t), the sum A'(t) was formed,

according to \42), and the results compared with the simpler theoretical

model.

The procedure was carried out for two frequencies, as follows. From

Fresnel diffraction theory, the radius of the principle Fresnel zone is

F = J� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (hh)

where R is the radar range to the specular reflection point, and A is the

radio wavelength. The Fresnel integrals are tabulated in terms of the

parameter v, where

25
V =

J RX
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (h5)

and s is the distance along the trail from the specular reflection point.

The seznent.s were so chosen that, for the first wavelength A" the length

of a segment .1 V1 lias

� V1
2.0.$

= "2 =

JRA

b,s
1

For =2/2

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (h6),

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -�47).
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The second wavelength A2 was cnosen so that

�:: =fA:,I� = t (48)

This ratio corresponds approximately to the waveLengt.hs usee. in Chaot.er' VI.

The results for the segmented trail of Figure 24 are shown in ?igure

26a, where the logarithm of the amplitude is plotted vs. the time in units

of one decay constant, to. The simple theory for a smooth trail gives an

amplitude which decays to _!_ in amplitude in a time t' = 1, as given by the
e

solid straight line. It may be seen that the departures from this, for the

two frequencies, are quite marked after 3 decay times.

2 UNIFORM TRAIL, VARIABlli DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

In order to illustrate the separate effects of the two corrections

which were applied to obtain Figure 26a, the behavior has been calculated

for a uniform trail, considering only the variation of D with height. The

result is shown in Figure 26b. The departures from the ideal are not as

severe, however the trend is still appreciable.

3 CONTINUOUS TRAIL, VARIABLE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND LINE DENSITY

The third case for which calculations were made is illustrated in

Figure 25. The diffusion coefficient D was taken to vary exponentially

as before. Tne trail was considered smooth, but \-lith a line density vari-

ation as given by the curve labelled q. The result for this situation is

shown in Figure 26c. The difference between the decays for the two fre-

quencies is negligible, and th�depart from the simple exponential uecay

only after about three decay times. The effect of the assune d line density

variation was to reduce tne contributions to the reflected amplitude from

the ends of the trail, and hence the more ideal behavior.
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These calculations serve to illustrate a possible cause of dispersion
in measurements of the decay tirees of meteor trails. The variation in D

certainly does occur; this, coupled with an irregular variation of ioniza
tion density along the trail, appears sufficient to produce the observed
dispersion.
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CHAPTlill VIII - CONCLUSIONS

Various geometries involving Vhf forward-scatter and backscatter

circuits, and Uhf radar, have been investigated as to their potential

usefulness in making measurements of the decay times of meteor trails.

Of these, a forward-scatter circuit, in conjunction with a lftlF radar,

appears to be potentially the most useful.

�perimental work, involving coincident signal reflections from a

single meteor trail, over two VHF forward-scatter paths, and over a single

forward-scatter path together with a VHF backscatter system, has indicated

that such two-path reflections occur only infrequently. In fact, the ob

served coincidence rate was so low that the derivation of useful informa

tion from this source appears unlikely.

When well-known meteor showers are observed over a forward-scatter

path, the known radiant position of the shower can be used in conjunction

with the geometry of forward-scattering to predict the positions of poten

tially useful meteors. The technique has been utilized in a study of the

Perseid shower. while the presence of the shower and many of the shower

characteristics may be stUdied, it appears that, in view of profress al

ready made, in future more refined techniques will be required in order

to solve many of the remaining, and more difficult, problems associated

with the occurrence of meteor trails in the ionosphere.

A prominent characteristic of the measured decay times of signals

from underdense meteor trails is the great dispersion in these measure

ments. vJhile the diffusion coefficient is a rapidly varying function of

height, measurements indicate that some other variable or variables must

be present as well. In the past, studies of the variation of the
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diffusion coefficient with height have involved backscatter systems. How

ever, these have not resolved the uncertainty concerning the origin of the

dispersion in these measurements, although there has been a tendency for

some workers to attribute it entirely to experimental errors. It appears

that this uncertainty could be resolved by the use of a forward-scatter

system, because of the greater precision possible with such measurements.

This greater precision a.rises from two factors: the first is that with

forward-scatter systems it is possible to use continuous wave transnassions,

with the attendant more precise control of transmitter power and frequency;

the second is that forward-scattered signals persist for a longer time, per

mitting more accurate measurements of their decay rates. In order to uti

lize a forward-scatter system for this purpose, an auxili�ry method of

locating the trail in space is necessary. A UHF radar located near the

forward-scatter path has been proposed as a reasonable solution.

Since it seems unlikely that the observed dispersion in meteor decay

rate measurements is due entirely to errors of measurement, a tentative

mechanism, based upon an irregularly ionized trail, has been proposed to

explain the observations. A few preliminary calculations indicate that

the proposed mechanism is adequate to account for the observed dispersion.
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APPENDIX A - _)ETAILS OF TIU� APPAHATUS

The basic function of the apparatus to be described here, was to

record on a fast chart recorder the short duration radio signals reflec

ted from meteor trails. A sienal burst or bursts from one or both of

two radio receivers was made to trigger on a Sanborn ctBrt recorder for

a short time; meanwhile the signals from the two radio receivers were

stored on a magnetic tape for about two seconds and subsequently played

back and recorded on the Sanborn recorder. This teChnique permitted a

high chart speed (25 n@. per sec.) without wasting large amounts of

chart paper between signal bursts. Figure is a block diagram of most

of the apparatus. Sach part is described in some detail below.

TRANSMITT.c.RS, RECEIVERS, AND ANTENNAS

Two V.H.F. forward scatter paths were used. The transmitters were

located at Forth Smith, North West Territories, and Churchill, Hani.t.oba ,

Each was maintained at a transmitter power' of 50 watts. The receivers

were located at Saskatoon.

Five-element Yagi antennas were used at both ends of each forward

scatter path. The antennas were so oriented that their patterns inter

sected at the 100 km level over the mid-point of the respective trans

mitter-receiver (TR) paths.

There was also a back-scatter transmitter located at Prince Albert,

Saskatchewan. It had transmitter power of So watts, beamed from a five

element Yagi in the direction of magnetic north. The receiving antenna

at Saskatoon was a similar Yagi, beamed in the same direction. The

elevation angle of the main lobe of each of these antennas was llio, so
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that the main lobe max irnum intersected the 100 km level at a range of

about 450 km,

The transmitted carriers were unmodulated. ieying breaks of about

two minutes duration were made at intervals of fifteen minutes for iden

tification purposes.

The three receivers were all similar, as follows:

make - Ferranti, type ff155

frequencies

Fort Smith

Churchill

Back-scatter

bandwidth - j kc.

The receivers were operated with automatic volume control (AVC), so

trmt the receiver output was proportional to the logarithm of the input.

40.4;; Hc.

40.51 Nc.

42.00 Hc.

2 THE CHART RECORDlili

Sanborn model 154-100B, four channel recorder

chart speeds used - 10 and 25 mm. per sec.

frequency response - d.c. to 100 cps.

The frequency response of the overall system was limited by the

amplitude modulated carrier system of the tape delay, as explained under

section j.

j Tllli l"lAGNETIC TAP� SIGNAL-STORAGE SYST�M

Tne fluctuating voltage from the detector of each radio receiver

was made to modulate an audio-frequency carrier; a diagram of the modu

lator is shown in Figure J. A bandpass filter f'o.LLowed eacn modulator
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to limit the bandwidth of the modulation so that tne two channels did

not interfere when the carriers were linearly mixed and subsequently

separated afain. These bandpass filters were identical to the second

stage of the filter shown in Figure S. After modulation, the two "signal

carriers" were mixed along with a third unmodulated carrier, in a resis

tive mixer, and the resultant amplified in a power amplifier for trans

mission via telephone line from the remote receiving site to the Physics

Building on the University of Saskatchewan campus, where the remainder

of the equipment was located. The function of the unmodulated carrier,

designated the "reference carrierll, will be described later. A diagram

of the reference carrier oscillator, mixer, and power amplifier is shown

in Figure 4.

The tape delay consisted of a rleathkit model ttTRIAH half-track re

corder mounted vertically in a rack, with a second record-playback head

mourt ed on a separate sill rack panel above the recorder. In operation

the magnetic tape passed first over the remote head where the mixed

carrier signal was recorded on the tape, then down to the second head

where the signal was played back. The signal delay was about two seconds

at the 7.5 ips. tape speed. The magnetic tape was made an endless loop

by storing about sixty feet of the tape in a narrow IIletter box" below

the tape recorder. This i'letter-box" is shown in the photograph of the

apparatus, Figure 2. It consisted of one sheet of Plexiglass and one

sheet of Perspex, each about <:I x 17 inches, separated by wooden spacers

5/16 inches thick. The two sides of the box were made of different r�t

erials in an effort to lessen the tendency of the tape to cling to one

side of the box because of the static charge which accumulated. Plexi

glass and Perspex tend to accumulate opposite charges. It appears that
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the letter-box storage would hold more tape if it were made narrower

and deeper, however' the one shown worked well and was suited to the

available space.

Follovring playback and amplification the three carriers were sep

arated by bandpass filters, Figure 5. The first stage of each filter

consisted of a UTe series BI'U interstage bandpass filter. The second

stage was a cascode amplifier with feedback through a twin T network.

The bandpass filters were quite narrow and limited the frequency re

sponse of the system. The filter characteristics are shown in Figure 6.

The frequency response of the overall system was measured and found to

be flat within :!:2% from d.c. to 2 cps., and down to one-half amplitude

at ') cps. In addition, the rise time of the system, defined as the time

for a square pulse to rise from 10% to 90% of the final amplitude, was

measured to be 0.066 seconds.

The radio receivers were operated with automatic volume control (AVe)

which gave an approximately logarithmic output. In order to produce a

more nearly logarithmic response for the whole system, adjustable AVe

carrier amplifiers were provided between the bandpass filters and the

detectors of the two signal channels. Figure 7 is a diagram of the AVe

carrier amplifier. The 6BA6 pentode acted as a variable gain amplifier

as in conventional radio AVe circuits. The output of the stage was de

tected and fed back as a negative bias to the control grid, reducing the

stage gain. The AVe compression control varied the fraction of the de

tected voltage fed back to the grid; it was thus possible to obtain any

one of a family of amplitude response curves for the amplifier between

the two limiting curves shown in Figure 8. The two cathode followers

served as impedance transformers: one was the output, the other drove
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the diode detector v;hicn furnished the AVe voltage.

The record-playback process involved in the t"vIO-second tape delay

introduced noise into the system. This arose through fluctuations in

total signal amplitude caused by v;:;_rying contact of the magnetic tape

with the record and playback heads. These amplitude fluctuations were

detected from the various carriers along Ivith the desired signal, and

they therefore constituted unwanted noise. This noise was correlated

on the separate carriers, however; so that a system of noise cancella

tion was possible. The noise introduced onto the reference carrier was

detected and added out of phase to t.he two signals, thus reducing the

noise in each output. A diagram of the two-channel demodulator is shown

in Figure 9. One channel detected the signal plus noise from a signal

carrier, the other channel detected the noise from the reference carrier.

Two such two channel demodulators were used, one for each signal channel,

so that the gain of the noise signal could be varied independently for

each in order to obtain the most effective cancellation. There was some

indication that the amplitude of the noise signal produced depended some

what on the carrier frequency. The actual noise cancellation took place

in the Sanborn recorder, which had a differential input.

A third channel of the Sanborn recorded the signal detected from the

reference carrier alone. This served two purposes; first it indicated

when the noise of the system became too high, secondly it provided a check

on the gain setting of the tape delay. The output amplitude of the tape

recorder tended to decrease slightly with time as the tape loop operated.

If the tape was stopped and started again, the amplitude returned to its

higher value and then decreased as before.

A safety device was provided to remove pOHer from the tape recorder
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motor in the event that the tape loop became entangled; this is shown in

Figure 10. The reference carrier was amplified and detected, and the re

sultant d.c. voltage applied to the grid of a Schmitt trigger. If the

reference carrier disappeared, the voltage on the Scnmitt trigger control

grid rose, allowing the relay to open and thus removing power from the

motor. The time constant of the detector was long enough that momentary

drop-outs in the carrier did not cause the relay to open.

4 Tm; SANBORN CONTROLLhlt

The Sanborn controller, Figures 11, 12, and 1J, was a trigger circuit

used to turn the Sanborn recorder on whenever the signal level from one

or both receivers exceeded a preset level. It could be set to turn on

when a signal existed on only one of the two channels lOR operation), or

it could be set to turn on only when signals existed on both channels

simultaneously lAND operation).

The input to the circuit was from a balanced telephone line; the trans

former T1 coupled from the line, through the input level control R1, to the

grid of the cathode follower stage VI. The cathode follower drove the two

bandpass filter stages V2 and V3, and provided an input signal for the tape

recorder. The bandpass filters were cascode amplifiers as in Figure S.

Tne bandpass amplifiers were followed by cathode followers v4A and v48.

These each drove two detectors, one with a short time constant, .04 seconds,

the other with a longer time constant, S seconds. The two detectors were

connected to the grids of a differential amplifier vS lor V6). The voltage

(positive going) on the short time-constant integrator tended to turn the

circuit on, and this it normally did, for short duration signals. However,

if the signal level remained high for a period of about 15 seconds, the
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volta.ge on the second detector rose sufficiently to turn the circuit off.

This prevented the Sanborn recorder from be i.ng held on for Long periods

during t-Lrre s of stron�' radio-auroral enhancements, whicl. Jere of nc in

terest in the present study.

The differential amplifiers were direct-coupled through two NE-2 neon

bulbs in serie� to pulse stretching circuits V7 and v8. These were essen

tially the same as those described by Forsyth and Rolfe ll)i55). The pulse

stretchers here functioned to preserve the amplitude of negative going

pulses for a fixed duration of 5 - 6 seconds. If the input to a pulse

stretcher remained large lnegative) for a period longer than 5 - 6 seconas,

the output followed the input back to zero-input level on the first occa

sion the input returned to zero. The output of the pulse stretcher, like

the input, was negative going.

The outputs of the pulse stretching amplifiers V7 and v8 were coupled

through one of two switch-selected diode gates, to the control grid of a

Schmitt trigger, V'J. In the OR mode, the output of the diode gate was the

tlgreatest oft! the two inputs, thus the Schmitt trigger was turned on when

either signal exceeded a specified level. In the AND mode, the output of

the diode gate was the IIleast Ofll the two inputs, so that it was necessary

for both to exceed a predetermined level in order to turn the Schmitt

trigger on.

In the configuration used, the Schmitt trigger was called "on'I when

the right hand triode was conducting, thus closing the relay in its plate

circuit. The NE-2 neon bulb across this relay served merely as an indi

cator. The relay controlled the Sanborn recorder motor, switched the

heating current to the Sanborn pens, completed the circuit to the external

one second marker, and closed a circuit to an Esterline-Angus recorder
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thus placinf a marker on the Esterline-Angus record each time the Sanborn

recorder was tripFered on. The ;:,sterline-Angus record was part of a

scheme to record the absolute time of each meteor-burst signal, as ex

plained further in section S.

Figure 13 is a diagram of the circuitry associated with the Sanborn

controller relay, the Esterline-Anfus operations recorder, and the chrono

meter time standard. Figure 14 is a diagram of a timer-marker plug-in

unit which was built for remote control of the Sanborn recorder. It re

placed the regular Timer-Narker Panel of the Sanborn recorder.

The power ar�lifier stage V10 on the Sanborn controller chassis was

used for monitoring purposes at the remote site. A four position switch

connected the grid of the stage to anyone of the three band-pass filter

outputs, or to an external signal source.

S TIMB �1EASUREMENT

Absolute timing of each meteor burst was provided through use of a

Times Facsimile Corporation Chronometer, which had a stability of 1 part

in 107, or 3 seconds per year. It provided contacts which closed once

per second, once per minute, and once per hour. The chronometer could be

set to within about 2 milliseconds of the time signals broadcast by WWV,

using an oscilloscope. The one second contacts were connected to the

"remote marker" of the Sanborn recorder, so that the side pen placed on

the record one second markers which were synchronized with the time stan

dard. The one minute and one hour contacts were used to place markers on

the �sterline-Angus operations recorder. Upon these time marks were super

imposed the markers indicating each occasion the Sanborn recorder was

switched on.
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,;. further step was necessary to Pleasure the absolute time of a par

ticular signal. The l.sterline-Anfus record provided the time of an event

only to the nearest minute. A continuously rotating potentiometer �t.lec

tro-JvIec type tt14BNR-G1), rotating at 1 r.p.m., was used to place a triangu

lar wave on one channel of the Sanborn record. In the first 30 seconds of

the minute, the signal increased uniformly to maximum; while in the last

thirty seconds it decreased uniformly to zero. The phase of the triangular

wave was made adjustable by providing for rotation of the body of the pot

entiometer during operation. It was possible to measure the amplitude of

the waveform at any given instant to yield the time within one second, the

slope of the line determining the half minute. By then measuring from the

one second markers, it was possible to determine time on the record to

within 1/10 second. �It was, of course, necessary to take the tape delay

into account).

This accurate timing was planned so that work could be carried out in

conjunction with the Prince Albert Radar Laboratory. When this work be

came impossible �due to a fire at the Laboratory), the accurate timing was

not necessary, nor was it always used, due to mechanical difficulties with

the chronometer. whe n the one second markers from the chronometer were not

available, the internal one second marker generator of the Sanborn recorder

was used. Since this generator was not synchronized with absolute time, it

merely indicated chart speed. :dithout the chronometer, time was measurable

with an accuracy of about :.5 seconds. This was quite adequate for the work

described here.

6 CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT

A one cps. oscillator, Figure 1.5, was used to check the operation of
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tile overall system. The oscillator circuit is s i.nd.Lar' to t.r.at, of the

heathkit AG-'JA Audio Generator. In use t.he receivers vlerE: disconnected

and the oscillator connected to the inputs of the tHO modu.Lat.cr-s , The

output of the oscillator was clamped to ground by a diode, producing a

negative-going signal (the detector output of each receiver was negative-

going). It was necessary to adjust the carrier level of the modulators

daily, since they were subject to drift. 'tJith zero input to the modu-

lators, the ilgrid bias adjust II control on each modulator was set for 0.10

volts r.m.s. carrier level.

The frequencies of the carrier oscillators were adjusted about once

a week. It was originally intended that the oscillator frequencies be

adjusted to the centre frequencies of their respective bandpass filters,

by adjusting the frequencies for maximum output from the filters, using

the power amplifier stage, V10 of Figure 12, to provide, at the receiving

site, a monitor signal from each bandpass filter in turn. A somewhat more

convenient procedure was adopted in which an operator adjusted the fre-

quency of a commercial audio generator to the centre frequency of a band-

pass filter. The audio generator output was then connected to the input

of the power amplifier stage V10, and another operator at the receiving

site adjusted the carrier frequency, by means of a Lissajous figure, to

the frequency of the audio generator. The two operators maintained con-

tact by telephone.

The amplitude response of the overall system was measured by con-

necting a Heasurements Corporation Standard Sip-Dell Generator, model 80,

to the input of eacn receiver, in place of the antenna. This signal

generator had an output accuracy of =1 db. Calibration levels were re

corcied on the Sanborn record at intervals of 5 db over a range of 35 db.
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APP..t.,NTJIX B - A PhOTOG brhIC ,t;c,AD-OUT r'OR Trill r.lUNC.l!; .AlilLRT RJWAR

!,�hen the original plans Here made for use of the facilities of the

Prince Albert Radar Laboratory for meteor studies, the author undertook

to build a photographic read-out unit which would record on j) mm, film

the information available from the radar. This information was supplied

in binary form to a row of 91 neon bulbs, which were to be photographed.

The mJitching circuits for the bulbs were available; it was then neces

sary to build a suitable array of bulbs together with an automatically

controlled camera to photograph them.

In Figure 1 are two photographs of the camera, togetber with a light

proof plywood box with the neon bulbs arranged on the arc of a circle in

front of the camera lens. The bulbs were designated model "RT2-27-1 and

were obtained from the Signalite Corporation, Neptune, New Jersey. These

were preferred to the NE-2 bulbs manufactured by General Electric, which

they resembled in appearance, because the Signalite bulbs contained a

small amount of radioactive substance which reduced their dark firing vol

tage. The bulbs were mounbed in one-quarter inch holes drilled in a 1 x 1

inch brass bar which had been bent to a radius of about twenty-one inches.

Individual 82K series resistors for each bulb were mounted on a bakelite

strip, adjacent to the bulbs. The bulbs were viewed from their sides

through one eighth inch holes in the brass bar. These holes were plugged

with short pieces of polystyrene rod which had been carefully polished at

each end.

The camera was one which had been built by the Defence Research

Board, and was designated model "LG-17. It had no shutter, and the film

adv8nced continuously. It was modified so that the film advance could be
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controlled automatically. Tnis was done oy usinf a second electric motor,

connected through a magnetic clutch to the f i.Ln. advanc e sprocket, thus

permittine: the film to be advanced by supplying power to thE: magnetic

clutch. The original camera motor continued to operate t ne film take-up

spool. After the modifications, the film advance speed was 36 inches per

minute.

A transistorized trigger circuit, Figure 2, was built to control the

magnetic clutch of the camera. It operated in such a manner that the film

advanced only w.r.en a radar signal was received from a target. "Hit-mark"

pulses (indicating a radar target) triggered the monostable multivibrator

T1 and T2. The square-wave output of the multivibrator was integrated,

and the resultant voltage applied to the base of the power transistor T5,

which had as its collector load the windings of the magnetic clutch. The

tvJO emitter f'oHower-s T3 and T4 in series were necessary in order to pre

sent a high load impedance to the integrator. The action of the circuit

was such that the clutch was energized on the first hit-ITBrk pulse, and

it did not de-energize until about 100 milliseconds after the last pulseo

The trigger circuit was destroyed in the fire at the nadar Labora

tory; the camera and associated equipment shown in Figure 1 were not at

Prince Albert at that time.
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